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Building a trust fabric for tomorrow: Decentralized 

Identity

For organizations

Engage with less risk, use 

electronic data verification, 

and improve transparency 

and auditability.

For everyone

Own and control your 

digital identity and protect 

your privacy with highly 

secure user experiences.

For developers 

Design user-centric apps 

and services and build true 

serverless apps that store 

data with users.
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Building a trust fabric: Decentralized Identity



How does this work?

Woodgrove Inc

Issuer

User

Fabrikam Co

Verifier

iss: did:example:xxxxxx
sub: did:example:user
claims:

title: program manager
since: 2011

+ issuer’s digital signature

iss: did:example:xxxxxx
sub: did:example:user
claims: 

title: program manager
since: 2011

+ issuer’s digital signature
+ subject’s digital signature

Trust System

Lookup public 

key material

Record public 

key material

iss: did:example:123
keys: "------BEGIN PUBLIC KEY --…"

Verifiable 

Credential

Proof of 

employment



Users

People, Apps, 
and Devices

Join, Collaborate, Contribute
CCG

Based on open standards

Universal Resolver

Identity Hub

Data Vaults

User Agent

Open ID Foundation

Open ID Connect SIOP

W3C Verifiable Credentials

Decentralized Systems
Blockchains and Ledgers

W3C Decentralized Identifiersdid://
Stage: Published Standard



End user experience: Verification

Verifiable Transparent ConvenientEasy to use and secure



Verified ID
Enable more secure interactions 

while respecting privacy with an 

industry-leading global platform.

Fast remote onboarding
Validate identity information for trustworthy self-

service enrollment and reduced time-to-hire.

More secure access
Quickly verify an individual’s credentials and status to 

grant least-privilege access with confidence.

Easy account recovery
Replace support calls and security questions with a 

streamlined self-service process to verify identities.

Custom business solutions
Easily build solutions for a wide range of use cases 

with our developer kit, APIs, and documentation.
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Workplace verification: why?

Increase Trust
Verifying workplace 

credentials for use on 

LinkedIn is just one example 

of how Verified ID can make 

digital interactions simpler 

and more trustworthy.

Reduce Friction
Verified ID credentials can 

increase trust, authenticity and 

verifiability while reducing cost, 

time and friction in many 

scenarios
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Workplace verification: how?

1. User starts the LinkedIn mobile app.

2. The mobile app retrieves information from the LinkedIn backend and 
checks if the company is enabled for the pilot and it also retrieves a URL to 
the myaccount website.

3. If the company is enabled, the user can tap on the verify employment link 
and the user is send to the myaccount website in a web view

4. The user needs to provide their corporate credentials to sign in.

5. The webapp retrieves the user profile from MS (Microsoft Security) Graph, 
firstname, lastname, displayname, jobtitle, upn, email and photo and 
shows this to the user on the screen.

6. When the users click the ‘retrieve my verified id’ button the webapp calls 
the Microsoft Entra Verified ID service with the profile information.

7. The MS Entra Verified ID service creates a verifiable credentials issuance 
request and returns the URL to that specific request

8. The webapp redirects back to the LinkedIn app with the specific URL 
retrieved in step 2.

9. LinkedIn app wallet communicates with the MS Entra Verified ID services 
to get the Verified Employment VC issued in their wallet part of the 
LinkedIn mobile app.

10. The LinkedIn app then verifies the received verifiable credential.

11. If the verification is completed, they change the status to verified in their 
backend system.
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